INDIRA GANDHI INSTITUTE OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION & SPORTS SCIENCES  
(University of Delhi)  
B-Block, Vikaspuri, New Delhi-110 018.

Dated: 22.10.2019

Ref. No.IPE/2019/19/999

NOTICE
SUB.: TUTROIAL CLASSES FOR STUDENTS

Keeping in view the interest of students those who are having short of attendance, they are advised to attend the tutorial classes which have been schedule to be held from 28th October to 14th November, 2019. The concerned students are advised to contact their teachers. Teachers can take one class for his/her paper per day without disturbing the Time-Table (with mutual consent). Interested Teachers can take tutorial on Sunday and they need to inform the office in advance for necessary arrangements.

All the teachers are requested to submit the students’ attendance (separately for Regular and Tutorial Classes) on 15th November, 2019 upto 11.00 a.m. positively for follow up action. No attendance will be accepted thereafter.

All the concerned may please note the same.

Sd/-

(DR. DHANANJOY SHAW)  
OFFICIATING PRINCIPAL

Copy to: 1. Staff & Student’s Notice Board.
2. Circulation among Teaching Staff
3. Section Officer (Admn.)
4. Sh. Gopal Singh, Section Officer
5. P.A. Principal Office
7. Office File
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OFFICIATING PRINCIPAL